
PHILOSOPHY OF LITERATURE ESSAYS

This volume brings together Nussbaum's published papers on the relationship between literature and philosophy,
especially moral philosophy. The papers.

Reviews "Werner Hamacher's Premises is the heir and successor to the most important theoretical and critical
work done in American departments of comparative literature from the s through the s. These two statements
would appear to belong to two different orders of truth. He is the author of Derrida on Deconstruction and
Kierkegaard on Politics  Only in them do we experience, albeit in vicarious form, the kinds of choices that real
life presents: that is, choices among conflicting values that are in fact incommensurable. Philosophers of
various stripes paid more attention to literature than their predecessors did. The final prices may differ from
the prices shown due to specifics of VAT rules About this book This comprehensive Handbook presents the
major perspectives within philosophy and literary studies on the relations, overlaps and tensions between
philosophy and literature. He is the author of pleromaâ€”Reading in Hegel Stanford,  Nov 26, Kimberley
Parzuchowski rated it it was amazing This philosophy text engages in a close and deep exploration of the
relationship between literature and philosophy for moral life. In The Republic , Plato displays a strong
hostility to the contents of the literary culture of his period, and proposes a strong censorship of popular
literature in his utopia. It is in this light that some philosophers have chosen various narrative forms to teach
their philosophy see below. The writing is dense, but sheds light on the way that the two forms of writing and
thinking can be brought together for the reader to allow for a richer understanding of the intricate complexities
human condition and how to navigate life and relationships with a more aptly responsive moral perception and
practice. Yet, Premises is no more a work of literary scholarship than one of philosophical submission to
philosophy. From the points above, it is lucid that both disciplines focus on the same object which can be
construed as the human person in the various aspects of his experience. A communal world view is an
unconscious mobbish coagulation of beliefs, concepts and ideas. Nussbaum's repeated arguments for ultimate
incommensurability are subtle and powerful, and they alone would be "worth the entry fee. Nussbaum is
mainly concerned with that other rival, philosophy. The poets, and especially those who create long, subde,
moral tales, capture and embody truths that escape the coarse nets of all non-narrative thought. Free shipping
for individuals worldwide Usually dispatched within 3 to 5 business days. You are on page 1of 4 Search inside
document Having finished presenting an account of the perfectly just State, Socrates and his companions
reflect upon it, Socrates begins a discussion with Glaucon about poetry, and why he has decreed that the poets
must be exiled from the city. She is right that Henry James is perceptive in his attention to the often subtle
moments of moral living, but some of his novels, The Golden Bowl in particular, are not a particularly inviting
or engaging narratives. This book establishes an enduring framework for structuring the broad themes defining
the relations between philosophy and literature and organising the main topics in the field. Long narratives
teach us best because in them we dwell intimately with human characters who face genuinely pressing,
complex, and precise moral dilemmas. Nussbaum looks at what philosophers call discursive thought
reflective, analytical, dialogical, perhaps speculative and literary narrative as a source of moral and
philosophical insight. Presumably prolonged, intimate discussion with loved ones in "real life" might rival
fictions in complexity and precision. They are both produced for the intellectual and practical needs of the
society. In educated opinion, at least, it is commonly reputed as true that Sherlock Holmes lived in London.
Poetry at its best, unlike too much philosophy, insists on the particularity and context-boundedness of moral
deliberation ; it shows people making choices not according to highly general norms but instead according to
nuanced perceptions of character and circumstance. In fact, much traditional discussion of aesthetic
philosophy seeks to establish criteria of artistic quality that are indifferent to the subject matter being depicted.
Choices among these goods cannot be made by deciding that one of them is not a good at all, or that it is
simply a lesser good on a scale ordered by some supreme good. Samuel Pepys, contrarily, is judged to have
been a real person. What's more, the discourse we call philosophy will be best performed when it
acknowledges its indebtedness, and in at least one dimension its subordination, to the ethical work of the
"poets. I think that Nussbaum ought to reconsider George Eliot, as well, despite James' critique of her
omniscient narrator. It is on this reminder that literature must necessarily be engaged as well as philosophy.


